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Emergence: Orderly patterns 
from chaotic elements

Essential Flocking Elements:
- Communications (interactions)
- Antagonistic Behaviors 

(consensus and frustration)
- Going beyond phase transitions

Boid Flocking 2D Model
1. Average velocities while 

imposing frustration
- Steering is a perturbed 

average of flock mates
- Constant speed v0

2. Update position

Not Averaging with nearest neighbors

Order Parameters
1 if aligned
0 if unaligned or random

-1 : strongly correlated
-1 : anti-correlated

(-) : Clockwise
 0  : random or no rotation
(+) : Counter-Clockwise
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Implementing Frustration

Time Evolution Results

Abstract: The emergent behavior of certain collective systems such as starling murmurations reveals coherent behavior arising from the simple, individual interactions of its entities. Using a two-dimensional 
algorithmic model, we can show that self-driven particles (boids) group together and display emergent flocking characteristics. The model is based on the ideas of consensus and frustration as well as the 
dynamic interplay between global and local phase transitions. The frustration is a perturbation that drives the boids beyond the simple phase transitions and towards chaotic behavior while the consensus is a 
topological averaging, that balances the frustration. The results are interpreted in terms of global and local order parameters, and correlation functions.

Velocity averaging causes phases, frustration provides a propensity to chaos, 
and a delicate balance between the two results in emergence that resembles 
flocking behavior observations.
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